
BUSINESS PLAN FOR SMALL SCALE BUSINESSES

UNCTAD commissioned a business plan guideline for small and medium scale enterprises in the oil, gas and mining
sector as part of United Nations.

List ownership percentages if applicable. The business plan is an important tool for helping you manage your
business. The business plan assists with: Setting objectives â€” both long term and short term. Give
descriptions of major suppliers if needed. Breakeven Analysis Including a breakeven analysis will demonstrate
to financiers or investors what level of sales you need to achieve to make a profit. Establishing objectives aids
decision making and enables to you determine which actions and processes can facilitate the achievement of
your objectives. Management Team Describe managers and their roles, key employee positions, and how each
will be compensated. Describe your production workflow. Each should be written by people who are fully
aware of the contents and intricacies of the other areas of the plan so that the different sections are all
integrated. The financial plan has to demonstrate that your business will grow and be profitable. Make sure
that you number your pages correctly so that a person can quickly and easily find the sections they are
interested in. Staffing Outline expected staffing needs and the main duties of staff members, especially the key
employees. This is important regardless of whether you have previous experience in that particular industry.
This brings together all of the key elements of your plan and will often be the make or break document which
decides whether commercial lenders or investors will have any interest in seeing the rest of your
documentation or pursuing a relationship with you. Though, do not let it become a distraction and slow you
down from creating an actual business either. Describe how the employees will be sourced and the
employment relationship i. In fact, a business plan is much more than a financing device. Product or Service
Offerings Describe your product or service, how it benefits the customer, and what sets it apart from
competitor offerings i. Creating a business plan is a key part of starting any business venture. Include zoning
approvals and other permissions necessary to operate your business. If you are an existing business and are
completing an annual plan review, a one-page document with objectives and an action plan may be sufficient.
The process of preparing a plan is a valuable exercise â€” the research you do, decisions you make, and goals
that you set while creating the business plan will be helpful in the future of your business. Find a sample
business plan layout on our Formal Business Plan Layout page , find other resources on our Business Plan
Resources page , or read on for more details about developing a business plan. Use this area to formulate a
strategy to stand out from the crowd. Facilities Describe the physical location of the business including
location, land, and building requirements. A good rule of thumb is to underestimate revenues and overestimate
expenses. What are they trying to achieve? Although there is a fairly well accepted structure for a business
plan format, there are many ways of putting it down on paper. Do this on a monthly basis for at least the first
year for a startup business. What are the barriers you must overcome to compete and what opportunities you
can take advantage of? A business plan serves as a roadmap for the next three to five years of your company
and should include these seven essential elements: 1. Detail any employee training needed and how it will be
provided. Company Description This section provides a further overview of your company now. Note also
that the Balance Sheet is much simpler for unincorporated businesses without employees.


